FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
" Red" emblems, whether belt, tie or cap. Nevertheless,
Republicanism was still a power to be reckoned with, as
witness the police reports just previous to the Coup d'Etat.
" It is true/' said an Auvergne official in May 1851, "that
distinctly political offences are getting rarer, but I must regret-
fully put this down to the better organization and discipline
of the demagogic party rather than to any improvement in the
state of public opinion/'1 In Marseilles "propaganda rages
and the Administration is helpless/' sadly writes the State
Attorney of Aix-en-Provence, while his Bordeaux colleague re-
ported in 1849 ^e "immense progress made in theDordogne
by the Ultra-Democratic party," and a year later deplored
that the restriction on the colportage of books and papers
failed to prevent the house-to-house dissemination of revolu-
tionary ideas."2 The Saint - Etienne working - classes "had
adopted a rigid Republicanism instead of Socialist Utopias,"
and much the same was true of Lyons. Republican historians
are the first to admit that the police, in its terror of plots and
its eagerness to have something to show to result-demanding
officials, tended to exaggerate the effective power of Left Wing
propaganda, and the danger to the regime coming from clubs
and " secret societies." But the authorities took no risks,
and after the Coup d'Etat they took the severest measures
against all suspects. Some 26,884 were officially arrested, of
whom about one-fifth were acquitted, another fifth merely
cautioned and put under police supervision, the remainder
sentenced to imprisonment, banishment or deportation to
Cayenne or Algeria. It may safely be said that few, if any,
prominent Republicans remained free.
Disorganized, tracked by the police and deprived of their
leaders. Republican groups nevertheless continued a harassed
existence, at least in the big towns, where a certain amount
of secrecy could be maintained. Funds were raised for the
support of the relatives of exiles and prisoners; gatherings
took place in drawing-rooms and studios; dinner-parties were
transformed into political discussions and funerals into public
1 Quoted by Tchemov, Le Parti rtpublicain sous le Second Empire, p. 5.
a Ited^ p. 9.
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